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MACHINE GUARDING

Keep your
employees safe.
____
Any machine that moves can pose a risk to employees. We can help you comply with
OSHA and other regulatory bodies that set the standards for where and how workers are
to be protected. Machine guarding is often the best way to ensure a safe environment and
drastically reduce the potential for accidents and fines.

Do you want to avoid
workplace injuries?
Do you have exposed machinery
with moving parts?
Do you want to stay compliant and
up-to-date with industry regulations?
Would you like to avoid
regulatory fines?
Would shutting down production have
a big effect on your bottom line?

If you answered yes
to any of these, then
you need Velox.

____

What makes Velox
Different?
____

Velox machine guarding allows you to quickly and easily
create a safe perimeter for you and your employees. Velox
installs quickly, offers high-visibility and can be modified
in the field to suit your specific needs, helping you to
protect employees and avoid accidents.

Lightweight, yet
strong 8-gauge
wire panels.

Pre-welded clips allow
you to quickly lock
panels in place.

Reinforcing ridge

adds extra stability
without adding
weight.

Our posts give you the
greatest strength and

stability in the market.

Cut-to-fit panels
Sometimes standard sizes don’t work for every application, so
we made each panel customizable. Simply cut in the field to
create the perfect fit. When panels are resized, bolt-on clips
can replace standard welded clips, making Velox incredibly
versatile.

Fast assembly
Velox is the fastest assembling machine guarding
product in the industry. Our patented hook fasteners
slide quickly into the slots on each post. The attached
fastener is then simply threaded into the slot to lock
the panel securely in place.

Quick Ship Guarantee
Quickly bring your facility into compliance with safety
standards. Many Velox machine guarding components
are eligible for our 48-hour ship program. Contact us
to learn more.

Configure Velox machine guarding
to meet your unique safety requirements.

____
PANELS
Height

Width

Choose 6 or 8 feet of protection. Standard panel guards are

Choose from 10 panel widths starting at 10" all the way to 94".

66" high which allows a 6" sweep at the floor. If you need an

Available widths:

8' barrier, simply get 8' posts and add a 24" panel to the top

10" / 22" / 28" / 34" / 40" / 46" / 58" / 70" / 82" / 94"

for added protection.
8' posts

24" panel guard
6' posts

66" panel guard

66" panel guard

6' panel system

C A L L U S T O D AY

We'll help you design
just what you need.

8' panel system

R E A DY T O S H I P
Everything you see here is in stock
and ready for quick shipping.

DOORS
Add an access point to any part of your Velox machine guarding. Choose from several options:
A swinging door, a double swinging door or a sliding door which you could move large equipment though.
Each door can work in 6’ or 8’ height configurations.
Shown below:

8’ swing door /

1

1

6’ swing door /

2

3

Double swing door /

2

1

4

Single sliding door /

3

2

3

5

Double sliding door

4

4

5

1

2

POSTS

LATCHES & LOCKS

We offer four kinds of posts for maximum flexibility, including

Outfit your doors with a regular latch or an interlock that

basic posts for straight lines and 90 degree corners and

turns off machinery when opened.

adjustable corner posts for inside corners and odd angles.

Shown above:

1

Standard latch /

2

Interlock

Additionally we have two kinds of door posts to accommodate
swinging and sliding doors. All posts are available in 6' or 8'.
Shown above:
3

1

Swing door /

Line or corner /
4

2

Sliding door

Adjustable corner

SPECIALTY ITEMS
Special sizes, Lexan and sheet metal panels are also available.

